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Abstract 
The main goal of this thesis is to get acquainted with the process requirements and the 
design of a cross flow heat exchanger, as well as evaluating the design with the help of 
simulation software. First the operation conditions for waste heat recovery and general 
design options are examined and the basic thermal and hydraulic equations are 
presented. The main part of this thesis concentrates on a modular cross flow tubular heat 
exchanger proposed for experimental research of the heat recovery and fouling process 
of the flue gas produced from the combustion of alternative at Brno University of 
Technology (BUT) at the Institute of Process Engineering (UPI). First the given situation 
in the testing laboratory is briefly explained. Then the simulation of the proposed heat 
exchanger design with the software HTRI is described and the results are summarized 
and compared with the target requirements for the design. The tube-side water flow 
distribution inside of one of four identical heat exchanger modules is analyzed with the 
help of C D F software using three different simulation approaches. Two approaches using 
the k-w-SST turbulence model and one using the k-£-Realizable turbulence model are 
described from generating the C A D model over meshing and setting the boundary 
condition to running the simulation. In the end the differences between the approaches 
and results of the flow distribution simulations are discussed. 

Keywords 
Crossflow Heat Exchanger, Heat Recovery, HTRI, C F D , Flow Distribution, k-omega 
SST, k-epsilon Realizable 
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1 Introduction 
At Brno University of Technology (VUT Br) at the Institute of Process Engineering (UPI) 
of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (FSI), research on industrial applications is 
done. There is a lot of emphasis on thermal processes and therefore, heat exchange is 
an important part of the research. This thesis' aims are to give a brief information over 
the basic considerations concerning heat exchangers for the utilization of flue gas waste 
heat and related basic calculations. Furthermore, a newly constructed modular crossflow 
heat exchanger is to rate, its streams are to be simulated and evaluated regarding their 
flow distribution. 

1.1. Flue gas waste heat utilization in process industry 
In a lot of processes, the efficiency is strongly limited by the amount unused heat. The 
heat, that is not used in the primary process is referred to as waste heat. Depending on 
the process waste heat can be defined differently. In case of a turbine or a motor, this 
would be the energy of the hot flue gas. As an incinerator's primary task is to minimize 
the amount of waste that needs to be deposed and its toxicity, all the heat released in 
this process could be defined as waste heat. Often the use of waste heat is described 
with the term heat recovery. For heat recovery there are different options. Most common 
are recuperators, which transfer heat between fluids. A second option are regenerators, 
in which heat from a fluid is transferred to a solid material and thereafter from the solid 
material to another fluid. And lastly, there are thermoelectric elements, that change 
thermal energy into electric energy directly. This however is neither very efficient and nor 
commonly used industrially. Therefore, this will not be mentioned any further. 

With an increasing amount of waste heat, using it for further processes or heating is a 
way to increase the overall efficiency of the process complex by far, as less heat is 
released into the environment, without use. The simplest way of using the waste heat of 
thermal processes might be preheating of the fluids, entering the process using the hot 
product streams. The apparatus used therefore is mostly referred to as an economizer. 
If the amount of waste heat and the temperature are high, more complex approaches of 
using the waste heat can be realized. 

Combustion plants primarily use the generated heat to drive a Rankine Cycle, a gas 
turbine, or a big engine. The waste heat is used for preheating the combustion air, drying 
the coal or even to treat the flue gas (denitrification) [1]. Some heat might also be used 
in nearby industry or to heat households if a heat distribution net is given. 

For an incinerator, literally any use of the produced heat is to be considered using the 
waste heat. As the heat released by the combustion of the waste in the burning chamber 
reaches high values and needs to be transferred out of the burning chamber anyways, it 
only makes sense to use it analogue a coal combustion plant. The heat is transferred 
into water pipes in the walls of the combustion chamber and heat exchangers along the 
path of the flue gas, to cool down the walls, boil the water and superheat the steam. This 
usually is part of a Rankine Cycle in order to first convert heat into mechanical and then 
into electric energy. The waste heat of the Rankine Cycle can be utilized for heating of 
households by means of a heat distribution network. The rest heat of the flue gas again 
can be used for the flue gas treatment to decrease its toxicity (i.e. S N C R ; SCR) . 

Industrial parks use the waste heat of strongly exothermal processes to heat processes 
that need additional heat. This is generally done by using superheated steam as carrier 
medium for the heat, which can easily and safely be transported in insulated pipes and 
has a relative high energy density. 

10 



1.2. Heat exchangers for flue gas waste heat utilization 
The choice of the heat exchanger is strongly depending on the composition of the flue 
gas. If a clean fuel like natural gas is burned, the flue gas will mostly consist of humid air 
and carbon dioxide [2, p. 97]. In this case, fouling on the gas side will not be of great 
importance and basically any heat exchanger, that can cope with the temperature and 
pressure given, is suited. Shell and tube heat exchangers in counter current flow 
arrangement would be fitting. They can be used for temperatures up to 1100 °C, form 
high vacuum up to 100 M P a and have a high heat transfer to volume ratio [1]. 
Furthermore, they are available in a huge range of sizes. A crossflow heat exchanger 
might be fitting as well. The less efficient crossflow arrangement can be compensated 
by fins on the tubes. If the fins, follow the direction of the flow, a highly increased pressure 
drop can be avoided. As the fins can be in perfect alignment with the flow direction, the 
low-pressure drop might be considered an advantage over a shell and tube application, 
especially where the pressure drop is to be kept as low as possible (e.g. turbine outlet). 
Regenerators are another option if indirect contact of the hot and cold stream is 
acceptable. 

However, the flue gas of most large-scale incinerators, furnaces (Figure 1) or in general 
combustion plants will have ash content. Due to this, the contact surface of the heat 
exchangers and the flue gas should be designed in a way that they are easy to clean 
and prevent particles to stick to or lay on them. This leads to two restrictions. Firstly, the 
heat exchanger cannot be permanently closed as it would make the inside inaccessible 
for frequent cleaning or fouling removal. Secondly, fins might be inconvenient, as they 
create hard to clean surfaces and corners for fouling layers to stick to, or ash to 
accumulate. This can lead to serious problems due to excessive fouling within short time, 
as to see in (Figure 1).Due to this heat exchangers for ash containing flue gas, in most 
cases, consist of tube bundles hanging freely in the flue gas stream. The fouling layer 
can be brushed or blown off and falls down, where the ash is collected, during the 
cleaning process (Figure 3). 

Dry Bottom Ash System Forced Draft Fan Primary Air Fans Forced Draft Fan 

Figure 1: Coal combustion plant with boiler and economizer [1, p. 1304] 
11 



(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Actual pattern of ash deposition on H-type finned tube heat exchangerat different 
gas velocities after 18 hours at flue gas velocities (a) 4.5 m-s-1; (b) 6.25 m-s-1, for gas with 
high ash content. [2, p. 4683] 

Figure 3: Flue gas heat exchanger [3] Figure 4: Combustion air preheaters [3] 

Combustion air preheaters (Figure 4) mostly are applied after the cleaning process of 
the flue gas and therefore can be build compacter. For some applications even 3D-
structures are used to save space or heat catalytic structures. 

For flue gas without particles even welded plate heat exchangers or hybrids like 
crossflow heat exchangers with welded pillows can be used for heat recovery. (Figure 5, 
Figure 6) 

Figure 5: Flue Gas Heat Exchanger [4] [4] 
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Figure 7: Flue Gas Heat Exchanger (Tubular, Crossflow) [4] 

The right type of heat exchanger depends on the given process conditions and must be 
chosen accordingly. If particles and strong fouling are involved, cleaning must be 
considered. Tubes without fins might be the best solution for process conditions, prone 
to fouling. Finning (Figure 7) might be convenient in cases where the gas is clean. This 
especially applies if the cooling fluid is liquid, so the heat transfer area on the gas side is 
enhanced for a more efficient heat transfer. This is because the film heat transfer 
coefficient for gases in general is a lot lower, than for liquids. In the end the heat duty 
and the pressure drop on both sides must be congruent with the process requirements, 
even with a buildup fouling layer. So, there is a lot to consider for choosing the right heat 
exchanger and it would be a huge advantage to know more about the fouling that is to 
be expect in advance. 

1.2 Basic equation for thermal-hydraulic design of heat exchangers 
The following basic equations and explanations are all based on the VDI Heat Atlas [5]. 
It is always assumed, that a steady state is given, and the calculations are performed 
with averaged values. This is valid for heat exchangers that work under constant 
conditions. 

The term heat is defined by the first law of thermodynamics as the energy that is 
transported across the boundary of a thermodynamic system due to a temperature 
difference between the system and its surroundings. The first law of thermodynamics in 
a general form can be written as follows: [5, p. 17] 

AE=W + Q + EM C ) 

In words: The change of energy in a system equals the work (W), the heat (Q) and the 
Energy (Ewthat is tied to a mass transport), that are transferred across the boundary of 
the system. 

1.2.1 Heat and Mass Flow balance of Heat exchangers 
The local heat flux (q) at the heat transfer surface can be expressed with the local overall 
heat transfer coefficient (/ctoc) and the local temperature difference. (2) 
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q = hoc • (Ol ~ 02) (2) 

By integrating the local heat flux over the entire area of the heat transfer area the total 
heat flux (Q) is calculated. (3) 

(3) 

By introducing the overall heat transfer coefficient (k) and the mean temperature 
dif ference^™) Equation (3) can be simplified and written like Equation (4). 

Q = kAA0m

 ( 4 ) 

"Using the energy balance equations for the two fluids in the heat exchanger, the heat 
flow rate transferred in steady state operation can be expressed in terms of the changes 
in enthalpy within the two streams." (5) [5] 

Q = M|(/?', - / ? " ] ) = M2(h'z - h "2 ) 

k.A 

% h"2 M2, W2 

M2 = mnass flow rates 
Wv W2 = heat capacity rates 
hn, h2- specific enthalpies 
tfi, <lh = temperatures 

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of a heat exchanger [5, p. 34] 

In Equation (5), energy exchange with the surrounding, kinetic and potential 

Energies are ignored. The change in enthalpy can, in single-phase systems, be 
expressed as a change in temperature by introducing the heat capacity rate (W). (6) 

M\{h'\ -h "i ) ( 6 ) 

W i = Q< W^- =  M^ CP'"J 
V i — V i 
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"If the enthalpy is independent of pressure (e.g., as in an ideal gas) or if the pressure 
drop in flow direction can be neglected (isobaric change of state), cpmj is the mean 
specific heat capacity at constant pressure between the inlet and the outlet temperatures. 
If a phase change occurs in a system that consists of only one pure substance (and the 
pressure remains constant), the heat capacity flow rate becomes infinite. Equations 
(4(3),(5), and (6) can then be combined to Equation (7)." [5] 

Q = kAA6m = W\{0'\ -0'\) = W2{0'2 ~ 0 "2 ) ( ? ) 

1.2.2 Flow parameters and heat transfer for planar wall 
The resulting heat flow rate (Q) and the heat flux (q) are defined by Equations (8) and 
(9). 

Q = d-2 ( 8 ) 

dt 

dQ 

dA 

(9) 

dT (10) 
g= -A — 

ox 

q = a{Tw-TF) (11) 

The heat flux through a wall as a result of thermal conductivity {A) is described in Equation 
(10). The heat transfer between wall (l/V) and fluid (F) results out of their temperature (7) 
difference and the heat transfer coefficient (a) (11). For calculation of the flow parameters 
of the fluid the Nusselt-, Reynolds- and Prandtl- Numbers are defined according to 
Equations (12),(13), (14). The parameters used for the calculation are the length (/_), the 
average flow velocity (w), the kinematic viscosity (v), the hydraulic diameter (dh), the 
dynamic viscosity (rj), the density (p) and the isobar specific heat capacity (cp). 

a 
Nu = 

(12) 

R e = 

Pr = 

A 

w • L w • dj; • p (13) 

v rj 

(14) 

P •  CP 

Defining the temperature difference as in Equation (15) we can write the heat flow 
through a wall of an area {A) and a thickness (6) as in Equation (16). 

AT=T]-T2 (15) 
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AA 16 
Q = AT 

S 

Analogue to electric resistance, thermal resistance (f?) is defined as in (17) and defined 
for conductive heat transfer (18). 

AT (17) 
R = 

Q 

R -— 0 8 ) 

A A 

1.2.3 Heat transfer and flow through pipes 
The heat flow rate through a cylindrical area, according to Fourier's law, can be written 
as in (19). The radius (r) and the circle number (tt) are needed here. 

dT (19) 
Q = -XlnrL — 

dr 

That leads to Equation (20) in order to calculate the temperature (7)) on a radius (ri) within 
a cylindrical body. Out of this the heat flow through a pipe (21) can be derived, where 
the outer radius (r0) and outer temperature (70) are given. 

Q r <20> 
Tt-T = —— l n -

A7,KL r, 

Ti — T0 (21) 
Q= -Xlxrh-t—A 

i i 

By defining the average heat transfer area Am (22) with the inner and outer surfaces of a 
pipe Ai (23) and A , (24), the heat flow can be written analogue to the heat conduction 
through a planar wall as in Equation (25). 

, _ A0 - At (22) 

At 

A0 = 2nr0L (23) 

Ai = InnL (24) 

, Ti - T (25) 
Q = AAm ; 

o 

For a pipe, then the thermal resistance of conduction is defined as in (26). 
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The convective thermal resistance is defined as the inversion of the heat transfer 
coefficient divided by the heat transfer area (27). 

" • c o n y — . 

aA 

For a planar wall, the overall heat transfer coefficient is the sum of the convective thermal 
resistances of both sides of the wall and the sum of conductive thermal heat transfer 
resistances of all layers of the wall. (28) 

1 1 ^ & 1 (28) 
R = — + > — + 

kA ajA • AjA aaA 

Using the analogy of the conduction through a tube wall and a planar wall, given by using 
the average heat transfer area, we can calculate the overall heat transfer resistance of 
a pipe with Equation (29). Here the index i stands for inner, o for outer an jfor a count of 
a wall layer. Aj is to be calculated for each layer of the wall according to Equation (30). 

1 1 ^ Sj 1 (29) 
R = — = + > —— + 

kA aiAi yAjAwj a0A0 

Usually the fouling layer is not calculated as an extra layer on the wall, but a fouling 
resistance Rf is added on both sides for both sides of the wall. The values are chosen 
form tables with values for different fluids and flow velocities. 

Aoj - A,j (30) 
A/nj — , 

Au 

As the temperature of a certain location in a heat exchanger which operates steadily 
remains the same over time, the model of a semi-infinite body is applied, as the 
streaming fluid keeps the core temperature constant. The temperature (7) of a point in a 
semi-infinite body is calculated using the initial temperature of the body (T0) and the 
environmental temperature (Tenv) to which the surface is cooled down and which stays 
constant. The difference between the temperature on the searched spot and the 
environmental temperature divided by the difference of the initial body temperature and 
the temperature of the environment equals the Gaussian Error Function. (31) 

-Tenv Wat) 

T_-Tenv j x \ (31) 

To 
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(T- Tem)/(T0- Tem) 
1.00 

0.75 

0.50 

0.25 

Figure 9: Temperature profile in a semi-infinite body [5, p. 23] 

b (32) 
1 = (Tenv — Tq) 

b — yXpc (33) 

By differentiation of the heat flow at the surface one gets Equation (32)with the heat 
penetration coefficient (b) (33). 

As in a heat exchanger both sides of a wall will be heated or cooled by a constant stream 
of fluid, a model of two semi-infinite bodies in contact is a quite accurate approximation. 
The heat flux is then written like in Equation (34). 

q = —(Tenv-TQ)®(z) 
Tit 

1 1-3 „ , 1 - 3 . . . ( 2 « - 3 ) 

2Z2 22z4 2n~[z2n~2 

at 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 
= a A 

The contact temperature between the two semi-infinitive bodies (Figure 9) is calculated 
using Equation (37). 
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f=0 

Figure 10: Contact temperature T m between two semi-infinite bodies. [5, p. 23] 

T„, - 7", = b_2 (37) 

Ti — T\ b] + 1)2 

For a plane plate and a ratio of p > 0,24 Equation (38) provides a good approximation 

for the heat profile (Figure 11). 

T((=o) = r0 

Figure 11: Cooling of a plane plate [5, p. 24] 

T-Tcnv ( 2at\ ( x\ (38) 

The constants C and 5 depend on the Biot Number (39) according to Table B1 .Table 1 
in the VDI Heat Atlas 2010. 

aX 
Bi = — 

Ä 

(39) 

For a cylinder x is replaces with the radius (r) and Xwi th the radius of the cylinder (R). 
For this approximation, the ratio of % > 0,21 must be given to be considered valid. The 

constants C and 5 are to be found in B1.Table2 of the VDI Heat Atlas 2010, after 
calculating the Biot Number. 
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T-Tenv { -at\ I x\ (40) env „ ( 2 a t \ ( - x 

1.2.4 Stream properties for forced convection 
For a laminar flow along a flat plate of a Length (L) the Nusselt Number is calculated with 
Equation (41), where fteand Pr are calculated according to the Equations (13) and (14). 
A flow is considered laminar if the Reynold Number doesn't exceed 2300. 

I i (41) 
Nu = 0.664Re2 7V3 v ' 

For turbulent flow along a plate Equation (42) holds. 

0 .037Re ° - * /V (42) 
Nu = 

1 + 2 .443Re -o.i 

The mean heat transfer coefficient a depends on the heat flux (43) and the logarithmic 
mean temperature difference (ATm) with wall temperature (Tw) and the inner and outer 
temperatures {Tin and Tout)-

q = aATm (43) 

_(Ju.-Tin)-(Jl,.-T0,n) (44) 

' w * in In 
Tw - T0 

For laminar flow through pipes Equation (45) is to be used to find the Nusselt Number. 

3.657 0.0499 (45) 
Nuo = j TT + y tan hX 

can/? 2 .264X3 + 1.7X-0 

If a fluid enters a pipe at an approximately constant velocity, the velocity profile changes 
along the flow path until it reaches the Poiseuillean Parabola after a distance Lentry 
described by the equation Lentry/ (d Re) = 5,75*10 2. For a hydrodynamically developed 
laminar flow, Equation ((46) holds for the range 0,1 < Pr< °°. 

Nu 1 (46) 

NliQ tan h{2.3APrf>xA 

In case of a hydrodynamically developed turbulent flow for L/d> 60 and a ranges of 
Re -e [10 4; 10 5] and Pr -e [0,5; 100] Equation (47) holds. 

i (47) 
Nu = 0 .024Re0 .8Pr3 v ' 

If Re -e [10 5; 10 6] and Pr -e [0,6; 1000] Equation (48) is to use. 
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R e P r 
Nu = 

1 + 12.7 
^ 1 + 

I H - ' ) . 

d\3 
(48) 

For a bend in a pipe with a diameter (D) the Equation (49) holds for turbulent flow. 

(49) 
a = a straight l + ( 2 ! R e » » ) Q 

For a pipe placed transversal in a flow (e.g. crossflow) the Nusselt Number can be 
calculated out of the Nusselt Number for laminar plate flow (41) and turbulent plate flow 
(42). 

Nu = 0.3 + (Nulam

 2 + Nuturb

 2) 

dn 
L = — 

2 

(50) 

(51) 

The flow in between pipe bundles is described as follows in (52) - (58). The 
measurements are visualized in Figure 12. 

R e = 
(52) 

wm = wW (53) 

(54) 

b = 

T = 1 + -
Aba 

N t ( B = fA

Nu 

f A = 1 + 0 . 7 — 
1-03 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

^ ( g + 0 .7 ) -
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1-f 
Si 

a = s-t/d 
b=S2/d 

h«— — » 1 

I 1 t 

Figure 12: Tube bundle measurements [5, p. 26] 

Finally, the pressure drop can be calculated with the Darcy WeiBbach Equation (59). 

L (59) 
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2. Design of modular heat exchanger 
The design of a heat exchanger is a sophisticated process which acquires knowledge 
and experience. First a primary design must be chosen, fitting for the needs of the 
process. Therefore, in addition to the heat duty, allowable pressure drops, chemical and 
pressure resistance, accessibility for cleaning and maintenance has to be considered. 
Once the primary design is developed, the sizing of the components must be done in 
order to achieve the wanted heat duty. This process consists of iterative circles of rating 
the current design and adjusting parameters, until the final design is reached. Nowadays, 
computer programs such as HTRI Xchanger Suite allow for a fast, iterative process. 

2.1 Introduction to design of modular heat exchanger-description of 
situation, input data and design constraints 

At the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (FSI) at the burners testing laboratory of the 
Institute for Process Engineering (UPI) a rotating furnace (Figure 13) for research on 
combustion processes is given (Figure 13). At the moment the exhaust flue gas, with a 
temperature of about 950°C, is simply lead off through a DN200 steel pipe. 

o 
cc 

/ / 

2 2 0 0 

Outlet P ipe - D N 200 

/ / / / 
Figure 13: Current situation at the research furnace 
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As research on heat exchangers is also performed at UPI, the chance to use the furnace 
to study fouling processes in heat exchangers was recognized. The exhaust gas could 
be cooled down with a heat exchanger, to mimic industrial conditions of a heat 
regenerator. For this purpose, a heat exchanger with easy access to the pipes is 
necessary, as the buildup fouling layer on them is to be examined to gain knowledge 
about the fouling process. The heat exchanger material needs to be fitting for any fuels 
burned in the furnace and should cool down the exhaust gas to 4 5 0 - 4 6 0 °C. The 
pressure drop on the gas side should not exceed 100 Pa, while the pressure drop for the 
cooling water on the tube side should be lower than 1 kPa. At the same time, the cooling 
water temperature of 20 °C should not increase to more than 30 °C. As often for flue gas 
waste heat recovery a crossflow heat exchanger shall be used. It makes sense to use a 
crossflow design, to gain directly applicable knowledge. For easy access to the tubes 
the heat exchanger is built modular, so that the tube bundles can be removed for 
investigation. To manage the required heat duty, four modules of six horizontally parallel 
serpentines with four tube passes each are found to be required. The serpentines are 
operated in counter current to the flue gas (Figure 14, Figure 15). The cooling water of 
the six pipes per module is distributed and collected with a distributer or collector tube. 
The serpentine tubes consist of carbon steel and measure 26,9 x 2,3 mm with a bed 
radius of 29 mm (Figure 17). The straight part of the serpentines is 400 mm long. The 
distributer pipe has an inner diameter of 57 mm and the collector pipe measures 
76,1 mm on the inside (Figure 16). The design is to be rated with HTRI Xchanger Suite. 
As the furnace is operated with different fuels, as flue gas air was chosen for the HTRI 
simulation. This is because for air sufficient data for simulation is given and assumptions 
on flue gas would only be valid for a specific fuel. 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

iy Water Outlet 
y Water - Inlet 

4 Module Heat 
Exchanger - Water 

Trimmed Transitition Pice DN200/DN300 

Rotary Kiln 

/ / / / / / / 
Figure 14: Future situation at the research furnace 
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Water Outlet 
Water - Inlet 

Flue gas - Outlet 

Concentric or Excentric Connection 
to be specified additionally 

Figure 15: Sketch future modular heat exchanger 
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Figure 16: Water distribution and collection for one 
module 

e 
i/o,9 

e 
Figure 17: Serpentine of one 

heat exchanger tube 

2.2 Thermal-hydraulic design of modular heat exchanger using HTRI 
Xchanger Suite 

HTRI Xchanger Suite is a program to rate and design heat exchangers. For the thermal 
hydraulic design, the Case Mode Simulation is to use and the fluids and their properties, 
like the mass flow rate and inlet temperatures, must be entered in the software form. 
Furthermore, the Unit type, as well the Orientation of the heat exchanger and the location 
of the hot fluid have to be specified. Thereafter, the measurements, form and orientation 
of the tubes are required. (Figure 18) 
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Case M o d e 

O Rating ® S imu la t ion O Classic design O Grid design 

Process Cond i t ions 

Flow rate H o t O u t : i d e 

In let /out le tY 

In let /out letT 

Inlet P /A l l ow dP 

1 

101 

kg/s 

wt, frac, vapor 

C 

kPa / kPa 

Co ld Inside 

600 

kg/s 

wt. frac, vapor 

C 

kPa / kPa 

Unit Geometry 

Unit type 

Orientat ion 

Hot f lu id 

Apex angle 

Eccncmize r V 

Hor izontal 

v N u m b e r of bays in parallel per unit 

Ou ts ide tubes N u m b e r of tubepasses per bundle 

deg 

Plain 

0.4 

T u b e and Bundle Geometry 

Type 

Length 

C D 

Transverse pi tch 

Longi tudinal pitch 

Wal l th ickness 

No , of tuberows 

No , of tubes in 
odd /even rows 

Tube fo rm 

Tube layout 

i 

Serpentine 

O Staggered ® Inline 

Figure 18: HTRI Xchanger Suite: Input summary 

With measurements and orientation of the tubes, the length, wall thickness, number of 
passes, the longitudinal and transversal pitch are meant. Additionally, the tube material 
or thermal conductivity and eventual special shapes or internals are to specify in HTRI 
as well. The values and description of the pitch measurements can be seen in Figure 19. 
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Tube Geometry 

Tube type 

Tube internals 

Tube material code 

Tube thermal conduct iv i ty 

Wal l thickness 

2.-3 

Pitch 

jPIain 

N o n e 

Carbon steel 

m - C 

ť X X X X X X X X X X X X X X > J 7F 

ŕ x x x x x x x x x x x x x x ^ ^ 

Tube OD 

I I Equilateral layout 

Longitudinal pitch 

58 m m 

Transverse pitch 50 

Figure 19: HTRI Xchanger Suite: tube geometry 

Once the tubes are described, the bundle must be described. Therefore, the bundle type, 
tube form, number of tube rows/passes and tubes in odd/even rows and the tube layout 
must be entered. The values are to see in Figure 20. 

Air Cooler and Economizer Tube 

Default bundle type 

Number of t ube rows / 
tubepasses 

Tubes in odd/even rows 

Clearance, wall to first tube 

Bundle width 

Rows 

5.55 

Tube fo rm Serpentine 

m m Tube layout 0 Staggered ® Inline 

m Ideal bundle Q V e s ® No 

Tube Length 

Tube length 

Unfinned tube length 

Stream Analysis 

Use stream analysis 

Pairs of seal strips 

0.4 

® Y e s ONc 

Program Set 

Addit ional unheated length 

Equivalent tube length in 
tube bendsfor U-tubes 

Seal strip clearance 

Seal strip width 

Figure 20: HTRI Xchanger Suite: bundle geometry 
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After entering all the required parameters the flow arrangement output (Figure 21) of the 
HTRI software can be compared to the actual design, in order to doublecheck if the 
arrangements are congruent and therefore the entered data should bring useful results. 

\ 0,296 m H. 

Figure 21: HTRI Xchanger Suite: tubes of one tube bundle / module 

As the heat exchanger is modular, the simulation was performed for each section or 
module separately, using the output data from the previous section as input data for the 
following. This does not only make sense due to the fact, that more data about the heat 
exchanger is collected, but is necessary to get a more representative simulation result. 
In between the modules the spacing of the tubes is bigger and thus the flow would not 
be the same as in a single bigger bundle. Else this gives values to compare with the later 
following C F D simulation results. 

A summary of the input parameters, were used for the HTRI simulation, is given in Table 
1, Table 2 and Table 3. 

Table 1: HTRI Input A 

Fluids Flow rate 
[kg/s] 

Inlet temperature 
[°C] Unit Type Orientation 

Hot 
outside 0,231 950 Economizer Horizontal Cold 
inside 1,3858 20 

Economizer Horizontal 

Table 2: HTRI input B 

Tubes 

Nr. 
Passes 

per 
bundle 

No. Of 
Rows in 

odd/even 
rows 

Form Layout Type Material Outer 
diameter 

Wall 
thickness 

Parameter 4 6 / 6 serpentine Inline plain Carbon 
steel 26,9 mm 2,3 mm 
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Table 3: HTRI input C 

Shell Tube length in gas 
stream per pass 

Tube pitch 
longitudinal 

Tube pitch 
Transversal 

Wall 
clearance 

Parameter 0,458 m 58 mm 50 mm 9,55 mm 

As HTRI uses only the straight part of the serpentines for the heat exchange simulation. 
This is due to the fact, that most industrial economizers have the tube bends outside the 
flue gas flow. To compensate for that the set to 458 millimeters. This equals the 
measurement form one middle line of a serpentine to another one and was calculated 
by adding two times the bend radius to the straight section. Even if this is just an 
approximation it accounts for a bigger heat exchange area and a greater cross section 
for gas flow. As the heat exchange area on the outside of the bend is greater, the area 
on the inside is less, which should about even out. As for the flue gas cross section the 
length of 458 millimeter still is less than the actual given. Nonetheless using the actual 
cross section would probably lessen the pressure drop by to far, as the bends within the 
flow will cause additional turbulences. Furthermore, as the temperature changes in the 
gas are quite high, an extra simulation for the gas turbulences might cause more 
confusion than giving better results. The additional pressure drop due to the longer 
calculated straight part is acceptable, as it doesn't exceed the relatively long tubing from 
the distributor and collector into and out of the heat exchange area, but compensates for 
the unconsidered length of this tube part. 

The simulations were performed twice, once without a fouling resistance and once with 
a fouling resistance of 0,00017 m 2*K/W for City or Well Water on the tube side [5, p. 81] 
and a fouling factor of 0,0018 m 2*K/W for Diesel or Natural Gas Combustion on the shell 
side. [5, p. 82]. 

2.3 Main design results 
The output values of the HTRI simulations are listed in Table 4 and Table 5. Outlet 1, 2, 
3 and 4 are the values after each of the 4 heat exchange modules. For the gas (i.e. air) 
stream a total difference was calculated, for comparison with the target values, as the 
effects of each module add up. The target values for the water streams were averaged, 
as an even distribution of water over the four modules is assumed and thus am average 
of temperatures and pressure drop is to be expected. 

Table 4: Results HTRI simulation - Air / Gas 

Air / Gas Value 
fUnitl 

Inlet Outlet 
1 

Outlet 
2 

Outlet 
3 

Outlet 
4 

Total 
Diff. Target 

HTRI 
without 
Fouling 

T[°C1 950 780,28 643,81 532,46 442,38 -507,62 [-500; -490] HTRI 
without 
Fouling p [kPa] 101 100,98 100,96 100,94 100,93 -0,07 >= -0,100 

HTRI 
with 
Fouling 

T[°C1 950 796,21 669,17 563,04 475,33 -474,67 [-500; -490] HTRI 
with 
Fouling p fkPal 101 100,98 100,96 100,94 100,93 -0,07 >= -0,100 
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Table 5: Results HTRI simulation - water 

Water Value 
[Unit] Inlet Outlet 

1 
Outlet 
2 

Outlet 
3 

Outlet 
4 

Average 
Diff. Target 

HTRI 
without 
Fouling 

T[°C1 20 27,81 26,12 24,88 23,88 5,67 <=10 HTRI 
without 
Fouling p fkPal 600 598,89 598,88 598,88 598,87 -1,12 >= -1 

HTRI 
with 
Fouling 

T[°C1 20 27,08 25,72 24,68 23,80 5,32 <=10 HTRI 
with 
Fouling p fkPal 600 598,89 598,88 598,88 598,87 -1,12 >= -1 

The results show that the modular heat exchanger without considering fouling exceeds 
the requirements regarding the heat duty by about 1 %. The pressure drop on the gas 
side is within the range, wished for. The pressure drop of one kilo Pascal for just the 
serpentine is given too, regarding the accuracy of given didges for the allowed pressure 
drop. 

Neglecting the thickness of the fouling layers, the pressure drops for the simulations with 
fouling remain the same. The heat duty for a fully build up fouling layer lays about 4 % 
below the required heat duty. Still the range in which the heat exchanger operates is in 
the building phase of the fouling, as this phase is to be researched. Thus, the heat 
exchanger is well designed, according to the results of the HTRI simulations. 
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3 Analysis of uniformity of water distribution inside one tubular 
module of heat exchanger 

As next step of evaluating the design of the Modular Heat Exchanger, the uniformity of 
the water distribution towards the heat exchanger pipes in a module is numerically 
simulated. Due to manufacturing reasons some design changes occurred in comparison 
with the in HTRI simulated version, the C F D simulation was performed with the latest 
available model. For the simulation, the academic version of Ansys Workbench 20019 
R 3 w a s used. The flow distribution analysis included the process of generating a CAD 
model, choosing a suitable viscosity model and solution methods. Setting suiting initial 
and boundary conditions in order to mimic the operation conditions and a high-quality 
mesh are also required to run the simulation successfully and get reasonable results. 

3.1 Creation of a model for CFD simulation 
As mentioned_above, for the final version of the modular heat exchanger a few changes 
in comparison with the primary design were made. The main differences are that in the 
final version the distributor pipe is closer to the heat exchanger shell than the collector 
pipe while the flow direction of the water and the tube pitch remain the same. The straight 
part of the serpentines was shortened to 375 mm and the pipe diameters changed to the 
ones listed in Table 6. 

Table 6: Tube dimensions - final design 

Tube Inner Diameter 
[mm] 

Thickness 
[mm] 

Outer Diameter 
[mm] DN 

Distributor 53,9 3,2 60,3 50 
Collector 68,9 3,6 76,1 65 
Serpentines 21,1 2,9 26,9 25 

Further dimensions can be seen in Figure 22: Top View of Heat Exchanger Module 

725 

Figure 22: Top View of Heat Exchanger Module 
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3.1.1 Geometry 
For the C F D simulation the inner space of one heat exchanger module was modelled in 
Ansys Space Claim. Therefore, the tube path of one serpentine was sketched. On the 
ends of the tube paths circles with the inner diameters of the distributor and collector 
were added into the same plane. The inner diameter circle of the serpentine was placed 
in the plane normal to straight parts of the serpentine. Then the body of the first 
serpentine was modeled by sweeping the inner diameter over the tube path. The 
serpentine was multiplied by a linear 6 x 50 mm linear pattern. Thereafter the distributor 
and collector were extruded, and all the bodies were merged. After creating the needed 
cutting planes the tubes were cut into pieces, in order to create surfaces for monitoring 
the mass flow rates of each tube and more possibilities to adapt the mesh. The main 
cuts were placed were the serpentines enter the inner side of the heat exchanger shell 
and 3,8 mm away from the collector and distributor pipes, which allows for smooth mesh 
transitions. The monitoring surfaces were created in the cut of the last straight part of the 
serpentines. Further cuts were made to separate the fluid body for more specific 
meshing. For example, the sweepable start and end pieces of the collector and 
distributor were created in order to get a better cell quality and fewer cells in total. To get 
matching faces during meshing the geometry setting share topology was set to share. 

3.1.2 Mesh and numerical model 
For a mesh there are several parameters that have a major impact on the simulation 
results. These also depend on the model that is chosen for simulation. However, to be 
economic in terms of calculation resources and to keep the cell count within the limit of 
the student license of 512000 cells, some compromises had to be made. Those will be 
pointed out when they happen to occur and interfere with the desired mesh attributes. 

Due to the flow regime and the geometry the turbulence model of first choice was Shear-
Stress Transport (SST) k-oj Model which, for this geometry, has an advantage over the 
standard and the BLS k-w Model as it accounts for the transport of the turbulence shear 
stress in the definition of the turbulent viscosity and thus is better in predicting the flow 
separation of viscous fluids from smooth surfaces. 

To solve the viscous layer at the boundaries the mesh needs to be fine enough. This 
means that the dimensionless cell height y+ needs to be determined and the First Layer 
Thickness for the Inflation on the walls needs to be adapted in accordance. For the k-w 
model, the y+ value at the walls is recommended to be kept under 5 [6] 

The y+ value can be calculated from the cell height, the shear stress velocity and the 
dynamic viscosity (60). 

(60) 

With: 

v [m2/s] Kinematic viscosity 

[m/s] Shear stress velocity 

y+ [-] Dimensionless wall distance 

y [m] Wall distance 
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The initial first layer thickness was estimated according to the formulas of Table 8.1 in 
the book Centrifugal Pumps [7, p. 551]. For a y+ value of 1, the estimated First Layer 
Thickness would be 0,6 x 10~5 m. This value was primarily used for the small k-w mesh, 
as the y+ value was to be below 5. 

The global settings fort the k-w mesh are to be seen in 

Figure 23 and the applied methods are summarized in Table 7. The Element Size is set 
to 7 mm while the allowed Maximum Size is 12 mm. The Growth Rate is with a value of 
1,2 set to default and Capture Curvature is activated. In order to get better cells in the 
critical regions where the stream leaves or enters the distributor or collector, the Target 
Skewness is set to 0,65. This value as well as_most of the others were found in an 
iterative process of trial and error, with the aim of finding a balance between good cell 
quality and a low number of elements. As the maximum allowed number of elements for 
the commonly available license is 512000, with a total number of 507829 elements the 
room to adapt the mesh even further is very small. 

The high cell count of the mesh is the reason why further adaptation of the mesh to get 
rid of y + values that exceed five was not possible. However, the vast majority of cells 
(96,4 %) on the walls have y+ values below 5,0. Error! Reference source not found, i 
llustrates that with the histogram of the y + distribution in blue and the cumulative 
percentage in orange. Still, the cells which exceed the value of 5,0 are in the critical 
region where the serpentines connect. That is the reason why another approach to 
evaluate the results was needed. 

-

Display 

Display Style Use Geometry Setting 

Defaults 

Physics Preference CFD 

Solver Preference Fluent 

Element Order Program Controlled 

Element Size 7, mm 

Export Format Standard 

Export Preview Surface Mesh No 

Sizing 

Use Adaptive Sizing No 

Growth Rate 1,2 

Max Size 12, mm 

Mesh Defeaturing Ves 

Defeature Size Default (3,5e-002mm) 

Capture Curvature Ves 

Curvature Min Size Default (7,e-OQ2 mm) 

Curvature Normal Angle Default (13,°) 

Capture Proximity No 

Bounding Box Diagonal 955,74 mm 

Average Surface Area 752^9 mm1 

Minimum Edge Length 66.233 mm 

- Quality 

Check Mesh Quality Yes, Errors and Warnings 

Target Skewness 0,65 

Smoothing High 

Mesh Metric Aspect Ratio 

Min 1,0717 

Max 1,5293e+007 

Average 1141,9 

Standard Deviation 1,1O96e+O05 

Inflation 

Assembly Meshing 

Advanced 

Statistics 

N o d ; : 1373173 

Elements 507329 

Figure 23: Global settings and properties of small k-io mesh 
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y+ H 

Figure 24: Histogram elements - y* with curve of cumulative percentage 

Table 7: Used methods and settings for k-io mesh 

Method Part Bodies Faces Edges Size 
[mm] Layers activated 

features 

Inflation Collector and 
Distributor 6 8 0,02 5 first layer 

thickness 

Inflation Serpentines 30 72 0,014 5 first layer 
thickness 

Multizone 
Collector and 

Distributor 
Top and Bottom 

4 7 

Sizing In- and Outlet 
Top and Bottom 4 5,6 

Multizone Serpentines in and 
out flow parts 12 4 

Multizone 
Serpentines Bends 
and inner straight 

parts 
6 5,6 

Multizone 
Serpentines 

straight part after 
monitors 

6 6 

Edge 
sizing 

Serpentine 
Circumference 12 18 

Divisions 
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The different Multizones and Sizings were chosen to get smooth transitions of the mesh 
with appropriate mesh density for each part of the geometry. (Figure 25). 
Mesh 
13.04.202012:5 ANSYS 

2019 R2 
E d g e / F a c e Cam 

^ Free 

| | S ing le 

| D o u b l e 

| | Tr ip le 

Q M u l t i p l e 

300,00 (mm) 

Figure 25: Meshed geometry with colored regions 

To obtain the needed First Layer Thicknesses a few simulation runs and adaptations 
were necessary to follow the listed requirements (y* < 5 and maximum cell count). In the 
final mesh a five-layer inflammation on all walls was applied. In distributor and collector, 
the first layer has a height of 0,020 mm (Figure 26) while in the serpentines the height is 
0,014 mm (Figure 27). 

Figure 26: 0,02 mm x 5 Inflation at distributor (a) and Figure 27: 0,014 mm x 5 
collector (b) with detail view of the transition from Inflation at serpentine (a) 

inflation layers to the core mesh of the distributor (c) w i t h d e t a i l v i e w o f t h e 

transition from inflation 
layers to the core mesh(b) 
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The Mesh Metrics are to find in Table 8. The mesh quality is quite high, as especially the 
Average Skewness of 0,19548 and the Orthogonal Quality of 0,80586 indicate. Even 
though the Maximum Skewness lies at 0,73649 which is acceptable, the location of the 
highly skewed cells is rather inconvenient. As to see in Figure 28 most problematic cells 
are to find around the entrance and the exit of the heat exchange pipes. This might 
influence the simulation of the stream and the stability of the simulation. The y+ values 
are illustrated in Figure 29. The red areas are the most turbulent regions, but as the y+ 

values did not decrease with a decrease of the layer thickness of the inflations, 
calculation errors may have occurred. These may be caused by two factors. First are the 
problematic cells in the region. Second is the big jump in cell size from the inner mesh 
to the inflation layers at the walls, as to see in Figure 26 and Figure 27. The high 
maximum Aspect Ratios occur in the straight parts of the pipes, where longer cells were 
used. This should not harm the accuracy of the simulation, as the cells are stretched in 
the direction of the flow. 

Table 8: Element metrics of small k-io mesh 

Mesh Metrics Average Standard deviation Minimum Maximum 
Element Quality 0,29202 0,38706 0,00356 0,99998 

Skewness 0,19548 0,10666 0,00158 0,73649 
Aspect Ratio 1141,9 110960 1,0717 15293000 

Orthogonal Quality 0,80586 0,21842 0,0142 0,99972 
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Figure 29: Contour plot - y* values of the small k-to model (Scale [0; 6,19]) 

Cells of problematic quality and to high y+ values might skew simulation results. To give 
a reference whether the solution acquired with the limited cell count of the academic 
version is representative or not, a simulation with the same geometry and a significantly 
bigger mesh was simulated in collaboration with Mrs. Dominika Fialova from UPI VUT 
Brno. The number of its cells is 4259698, which is about 8 times the limit of the student 
A N S Y S version. The high number of cells is a result of smaller cells in general (i.e. 
smaller Maximum Size and smaller set Element Size) and of the 24 inflation layers, which 
hugely contribute to the higher cell count. However, the high number of inflation layers 
is necessary to get less of a jump from the core mesh to the inflation layer and to cover 
the whole viscous layer of the wall with the inflation. The y+ values for this mesh are 
under 5, which proves the thesis that the sudden jump from the core mesh to the inflation 
layer on the small mesh was at least part of the problem causing the y+ values staying 
to high. The main mesh settings remain similar to the other k-w mesh, except for an 
element size of 4 mm and a Target Skewness of 0,6. 

The other applied meshing methods can be seen in Table 9. In addition to that the first 
cell distance was further adapted in Fluent. As a result of the adaption cells, in the most 
turbulent flow region at the walls were cut into more, smaller cells with half the thickness. 
Thus, the First Layer Thickness for those cells resulted at about 0,0035 mm. 
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Table 9: Mesh set up big k-io mesh 

Method Part Bodies Faces Edges Size 
[mm] Layers activated 

features 

Inflation Collector and 
Distributor Top 2 2 0,00830 24 first layer 

thickness 

Inflation 
Collector and 

Distributor 
Midsection 

2 2 0,007 24 first layer 
thickness 

Inflation 
Collector and 

Distributor 
Bottom 

2 2 24 Smooth 
transition 

Sizing In- and Outlet 2 2,3 

Inflation Serpentines 26 72 0,007 24 first layer 
thickness 

Sizing Serpentines 6 1,90 

Multizone Collector and 
Distributor Top 2 4 

Multizone 
Collector and 

Distributor 
Bottom 

2 default 

Multizone Serpentines flow 
parts 6 6 2 

Multizone 
Serpentines 

Bends and inner 
straight parts 

6 6 4 

Multizone Serpentines after 
the monitors 6 6 4 

Multizone Serpentines out 
flow 6 6 2 

Edge 
sizing 

Serpentine 
Circumference 12 30 

Divisions 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the faces of the inlet and one serpentine pipe, respectively. 
The difference of the transition from the inflation to the core in comparison with the 
transition at the small k-w mesh is quite significant. The overall element metrics for this 
mesh are listed in 

Table 10. If one compares the skewed cells between the big and the small k-w mesh, 
one might find that the location of the most problematic cells match (see Figure 28, Figure 
32). 
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20,00 (mm) 

Figure 31: 0,007 mm x 24 
Inflation at serpentine 

0,00 3 0,00 (mm) 

Figure 30: 0,0083 mm x 24 Inflation at collector 

Table 10: Mesh Metrics - big k-io mesh 

Mesh Metrics Average Standard deviation Minimum Maximum 
Element Quality 0,15067 0,242 0,00175 1 

Skewness 0,15242 0,0987 0,000845 0,72052 
Aspect Ratio 150,34 7922,5 1,0766 3930000 

Orthogonal Quality 0,89742 0,14977 0,0337 0,99993 

•TetIO 
• Wed15 

. Hex20 
- Pyr13 

100,00 
0,00 0,10 0,20 0,30 0,40 0,S0 0,60 0,72 

Element Metrics 

Figure 32: Skewed cells of the big k-io mesh (skewness > 0,5) 
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To get a valid solution with the student license a second approach was taken. The k-e -
Realizable Model with the Non-Equilibrium Wall Function was chosen for the second 
approach. The k-£- realizable model is the second option for simulating standard cases, 
where turbulent interaction with the wall is of importance. If a wall function is used a mesh 
with a relatively thick first layer at the walls is needed. This allows for a smooth transfer 
from the outer mesh to the inner mesh, and requires less cells in total, for the same 
geometry. As the near field of the walls is not modelled in high resolution, the k-£ is not 
suitable for temperature exchange simulations. However, for the investigation of the flow 
distribution it is sufficient. The term realizable means that the model satisfies certain 
mathematical constraints on the Reynolds Stresses, consistent with the physics of 
turbulent flows. This is important, as the flow in the serpentines is a fully developed 
turbulent flow (Re = 13177 > 104) [8]. 

According to the Ansys Theory Guide the Non-Equilibrium Wall Function requires y* 
values bigger than 11,225 [9]. Any viscous layer in a region with a lower y* value will be 
calculated with the lower limit of y* which is 11,225. The y* is like the y+ a dimensionless 
distance to the wall, which is dependent on the flow and the first layer thickness. The y* 
calculates as follows: 

,)í?W)(í)) 
y — y 

[] 
a function of the mean strain and rotation rates, 
the angular velocity of the system rotation, and 
the turbulence fields (k and £) 

p [kg/m3] Fluid Density 

[kg/sm] Dynamic Viscosity 

kp [m4/s2] Calculation Constant 

y* [-] Dimensionless Wall Distance 

y [m] Wall Distance 

(61) 

The k-£ mesh was set up with the methods listed in Table 11 listed methods, and a 
slightly different geometry. The parts of the serpentines that connect to the distributor 
and the collector, and are part of the same bodies, are slightly longer in comparison with 
connection parts in the k-w models. This change was made to prevent the accumulation 
of highly skewed cells in the middle of the tube mouth, which is one of the most critical 
parts of the flow and thus should be solved with a good quality mesh. It was found, that 
with more cells to generate the transition of the mesh from the bigger pipe into the smaller 
one, the meshing result is smoother and less skewed. The element size is set to 8 mm 
and the target skewness is 0,25. The thicker inflation layer allowed for the use of the 
Sweep Method. With the Sweep Method a Sweep Bias can be used to control the cell 
growth along the body, this method is applied to. It was used for an especially smooth 
transition from the fine mesh after the distributor to the mesh at the serpentines. So, after 
the automatic mesh of the distributor, a fine multizone meshed part follows, which's 
mesh transitions into a sweep mesh that ends into the coarser multizone mesh of the 
straight parts and the bends of the serpentines. As result the flow regions with the most 
turbulences could be simulated with minimal jumps in cell size. 
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Table 11: Mesh set up k-c mesh 

Method Part Bodies Faces Edges Size 
[mm] Layers activated 

features 

Inflation Collector and 
Distributor 6 6 2,4 1 first layer 

thickness 

Inflation Serpentines 20 66 2,4 1 first layer 
thickness 

Multizone Collector and 
Distributor Top 2 6 

Multizone 
Collector and 

Distributor 
Bottom 

2 8 

Face 
Sizing Inlet 1 5 

Multizone First sections 
Serpentines 6 2,4 

Sweep Second sections 
Serpentines 6 Bias 1,5 

Multizone 
Serpentines 

Bends and inner 
straight parts 

6 5,5 

Multizone 
Serpentines 

straight part after 
monitors 

6 3,6 

Edge 
sizing 

Serpentine 
Circumference 12 24 

Divisions 

Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the mesh faces of the Inlet and one serpentine, 
respectively. The transition from the inflation to the core mesh is quite smooth. The mesh 
quality of the k-£ mesh is slightly better than the quality of the k-w mesh. 

50,00 
Figure 34: 2,4 mm x 1 Inflation 

Figure 33: 2,4 mm x 1 Inflation at distributor at serpentine 
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The main difference is the better Orthogonal Quality of the k-£ mesh cells (Table 12). 
Furthermore the cells with a higher skewness than 0,5 are no longer located at the edges 
where the serpentines connect with the distributor and the collector, but only on the 
inflation layer directly after the connection in the serpentines (Figure 35). 

Table 12:Element metrics of k-c mesh 

Mesh Metrics Average Standard deviation Minimum Maximum 
Element Quality 0,71669 0,18522 0,24551 0,99999 

Skewness 0,19729 0,1026 0,0185 0,71934 
Aspect Ratio 2,2764 0,74357 1,0639 9,4376 

Orthogonal Quality 0,9069 0,11716 0,28066 0,99981 

The y* values of the mesh are mostly in the range as to be seen in Figure 36. They 
should be of a value higher than 11,225. 11,225 is the minimum value, that is used for 
modelling the viscous layer, even if the calculated value for this region is lower. But as 
there is zones where the flow velocity is very low, the y* values in those regions get 
below the minimum recommended value. This will result in an insufficient emulation of a 
viscous layer. As the flow velocities are so low in those regions, the interaction with the 
wall there can be neglected to some degree. For the investigation of flow distribution, the 
most important regions are where the flow divides or collects. In those regions the flow 
velocity is not too low as to be seen Figure 37. 
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Figure 36: y*-histogram of k-c mesh with curve of accumulated percentages 

Figure 37: Contour plot - y* values of the k-t model 
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3.2 Setting of simulation conditions and run of simulation 
To run the simulation successfully (i.e. to obtain accurate results) a viscosity model, that 
is compatible with the mesh and suits the problem, needs to be chosen. The rest of the 
settings deals with properties of the working fluid, boundary conditions, and solution 
methods so that the real fluid flow is simulated as good as possible. Table 13 and Table 
14 show the settings of the three simulations that have been done. Settings, that are not 
listed or described were kept at default. The setting for Energy could be switched on, 
which resulted in an adiabatic simulation, or of which resulted in an isothermal simulation. 
In both cases there is no heat exchange with the environment, as no environment with 
any energy level was defined. The adiabatic simulation calculates the energy that is 
transformed into heat as a result of inner friction of the fluid and friction on the walls. This 
means extra computational effort. But it seemed to stabilize the simulation of the k-w 
small mesh just enough to converge. Since there is no heat transfer a significant 
difference in the solution is not to expect. 

Table 13: Simulation settings (1/2) 

k-w small k-w big k-E 
Solver Type Pressure based Pressure based Pressure based 
Time Steady Steady/Transient Steady/Transient 
Velocity Formulation Absolute Absolute Absolute 

Model Viscous k-co, SST Viscous k-co, SST 
Viscous k-e, 
Realizable 

Wall Function - - Non-Equilibrium 
Options Production Limiter 

Energy 
Adiabatic 
(20 °C start) 

Isothermal 
(20 °C) 

Isothermal 
(20 °C) 

Material liquid-water liquid-water liquid-water 
Boundary Conditions 

Inlet 
Reference Frame Absolute 
Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] 1,386 

Direction Specification 
Method 

Normal to Boundary 

Turbulence Default 
Outlet 

Backflow Reference Frame Absolute 
Gauge Pressure 0 
Pressure Profile Multiplier 1 

Backflow Direction 
Specification Method 

Normal to Boundary 

Backflow Pressure 
Specification Total Pressure 

Wall 
Wall Motion Stationary 
Shear Condition No Slip 
Roughness Model Standard 
Roughness Height [mm] 0,15 
Roughness Constant 0,5 
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Table 14: Setting of the Solution Methods (2/2) 

k-w small k-w big k-£ 
Methods 
Scheme SIMPLE 
Gradient Green-Gauss Node Based 
Pressure Second Order 

Momentum Second Order Upwind 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy Second Order Upwind 
Specific Dissipation Rate Second Order Upwind 

Second Order 
Energy Upwind 

Second Order 
Transient Formulation - Implicit First Order Implicit 

Controls Default 
Convergence Criteria - Residuals 

Continuity 0,001 0,000001 0,001 
X-velocity 0,001 
Y-velocity 0,001 
Z-velocity 0,001 
k 0,001 
£ 0,001 

0,001 0,001 

To control how steady the results are, control points were added into the turbulent areas 
of the distributor and first serpentine (Figure 38). Once the Facet Average Velocity in 
those points did not change anymore, a steady state could be expected to have 
converged. They can be used to_visualize the simulation results and to control if the flow 
regime seems unnatural or the mesh got disrupted during adaptations. Both happened 
in the process of finding suitable meshes. 
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Figure 38: Control Surfaces (YZ-Plante trough the distributor, XZ-Plane trough the first 
serpentine and Monitors as well as Surfaces at the tube Inlets for reference pressures) 

and Points (one in the turbulent part of the distributor and one in the turbulent part of the 
first serpentine) for the evaluation of simulation results and convergence 

The small k-w mesh was only simulated in steady state. It converged in steady state and 
thus a transient case was not necessary to be calculated_(Figure 39). The big k-w mesh 
converged in steady state too but was still simulated in transient. Also, for the big k-w 
mesh the residuals were set lower, as this solution is meant to be the most accurate and 
the one, the other simulations can be compared with. The calculation of the k-£ model 
did not converge in steady state but converged fast in transient and the solution was very 
stable over time. 
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Figure 39: Residuals k-io small - steady state 

The big k-w mesh as well as the k-£ case were first calculated in steady state until the 
residuals reached a plateau, then the calculation was continued in transient mode 
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(Figure 40). Different timesteps were tested to see they frequencies interfere with the 
stability of the solution or if the flow distribution oscillates. Then the size of the time steps 
was chosen, taking into account, that more than just a few seconds should be simulated 
to get a dependable average output and that the simulation for each time step should 
converge after a short time (i.e. not too many iterations per timestep needed). For the k-
£ simulation the time steps were 0,20 seconds while the k-w case was simulated with 
time steps of 0,005 seconds. 

1e-06 -I < i 1 • i • i • 1 • 1 — 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

Figure 40: Residuals k-c - steady state - transient 0,2s timesteps 

3.3 Main results ofCFD simulation 
The overall results for flow distribution of all three simulations look quite similar. The 
highest deviation of the mass flow rate from the target is at the first serpentine pipe. Still 
there are differences, especially in the modulation of the viscous layer between the 
various simulations, which is the source of the main differences in the predicted flow. 
The higher the resolution of the mesh, the thinner the viscous layer seems to become, 
as flow regime near the wall is solved more accurately. Even the flow in the middle of 
the geometry seems to higher gradients in velocity with increasingly fine mesh. This 
might also be connected to the size of the cells. The simulation with the big k-w mesh 
seems to be the most distinctive with a dense high velocity flow on the lower side of the 
entered serpentine pipe (Figure 42). A similar picture is given for the solution of the small 
k-w mesh. The main difference here seems to be, that the transition from fast to slow 
velocities in the stream are smoother. The viscous layer seems thicker, too (Figure 41). 
The smoothest transitions in the flow are to be see in the solution for the k-£ model. The 
distribution of the flow velocity and the viscous layer seem more even and is thicker than 
in the high resolution k-w solution (Figure 43). The more even viscous layer, for k-£ in 
comparison to k-w, was expected as it is calculated with the Non-Equilibrium Wall 
Function and not by solving the nearfield of the wall. The smoothness of the transition 
should not be taken as an indicator of quality of the solution in this case. It is simply the 
result of the wall function, which is ranked below a solution solving the viscous layer with 
enough calculation points, in terms of accuracy. 
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Figure 41 :contour plot of Figure 42:contour plot of Figure 43: contour plot of 
velocity in YZ-plane of the velocity in YZ-plane of the velocity in YZ-plane of 
distributor and serpentines distributor and serpentines the distributor and 

(k-io small); (k-u> big); serpentines (k-c); 
(scale [0; 1,32] m/s) ( s c a ie [0; 1,31] m/s) (scale [0; 1,3] m/s) 

Figure 44 shows a vector plot of the high-resolution k-w results in the YZ-plane. The 
shown part consists of the first two pipes entered by the flow. As the vectors show, there 
is a slow backflow on the upper part of the pipes, where the flow enters. This 
phenomenon is stronger in the upper tubes. 

Figure 44:Vector plot of middle plane of the two upper Serpentine inlets (k-io big) 
(scale [0; 1,32] m/s) 

As mentioned, the transient simulation was only carried out for the big k-w case and the 
k-£ case. The solution for the k-w model seems quite unsteady, but the mass flow rates 
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for each tube seem to oscillate an average value in a chaotic manner (Figure 45). The 
simulation was carried out with at time stepping of 0,005 s. The blue straight line in the 
following three figures resembles the target mass flow rate for a perfectly even distributed 
flow. 

Figure 45: Plot of Mass Flow Rates over Time for big k-io mesh - Time Steps of 0,005 s 

In contrast to this the transient calculation for the k-£ case seems steady. The Beginning 
seems not to be steady, but it is to assume that this is due to the lack of a converged 
steady state solution at the start of the transient simulation. The mass flow rates barely 
alternate over time. The simulation could even be carried out with a 40 times bigger time 
stepping of 0,20 Seconds (Figure 46). 

Figure 46:Plot of Mass Flow Rates over Time for k-c mesh - Time Steps of 0,20 s 

As Figure 47 shows the results for the mass flow rate from the small k-co case and the 
k-£ case are quite similar. The high-resolution k-co case differs the most in the tubes 1, 2 
and 4. All simulations predict the lowest mass flow rate in the first tube, connected to the 
distributor. The mass flow rates for each tube and case and (in case of transient 
simulation) the standard deviations are listed in Table 15. 
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Figure 47: Mass flow distribution 

Table 15: Mass Flow Rates and Standard Deviations for each case 

Target Steady [kg/s] Transient Mean [kg/s] [kg/s] Standard Deviation 
[kg/s] k-co small k-co big k-e Average k-co big k-e 

M l 0,231 0,2279 0,2296 0,2285 0,2287 3,6058 10"4 3,0043 10"6 

M2 0,231 0,2308 0,2319 0,2308 0,2312 3,6680 10"4 3,0836 10"6 

M3 0,231 0,2317 0,2308 0,2309 0,2311 2,9137 10"4 2,6932 10"6 

M4 0,231 0,2322 0,2311 0,2322 0,2318 3,2240 10"4 8,8550 10"6 

M5 0,231 0,2317 0,2318 0,2318 0,2318 5,9092 10"4 3,3485 10"6 

M6 0,231 0,2317 0,2310 0,2318 0,2315 5,5092 10"4 5,4365 10"6 

Sum 1,386 1,386 1,386 1,386 1,3861 

As to see in Table 16 the highest difference in the mass flow rate in a tube between any 
of the three simulations, and to the ideally distributed mass flow rate is -1,34%. According 
to the simulations the flow distribution is quite even. 

Table 16:Deviation of Target Mass Flow Rates for each tube and for each case in percent 

k-co small k-co big k-e 
M l -1,34% -0,61% -1,08% 
M2 -0,09% 0,39% -0,09% 
M3 0,30% -0,09% -0,04% 
M4 0,52% 0,04% 0,52% 
M5 0,30% 0,35% 0,35% 
M6 0,30% 0,00% 0,35% 

The tube-side pressure drops, were evaluated in a similar manner as in case of HTRI 
simulations. The obtained results are listed in Table 17. The HTRI results were close to, 
or the same as the target of maximum 1 kPa. The simulation gives out results that are 
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well below that value. It is to mention that for the evaluation of the pressure drops in the 
simulation, the Area Weighted Averages of the faces in the tubes where the flow enters 
the inside of the shell, were selected. This neglects the highly turbulent flow in the tube 
mouths and thus is to be taken with caution. That is because the pressure drops in the 
collector, the distributor and the tube mouths sum up to more than one third of the total 
pressure drop of the whole heat exchanger module. As in addition to this the geometry 
in comparison to the geometry used for the HTRI simulation was changed, a direct 
comparison of values does not make much sense. Nonetheless both simulations state, 
that the pressure drops in the serpentines is within range. 

The values in Table 17 show a huge difference in total pressure drop between the high 
resolution (k-w big) solution and the solutions with a less accurate prediction of the 
viscous layer (k-w small; k-£). This difference of up to 12 % in total pressure drop was 
not to foresee, just looking at the flow distribution. It is a good example for how important 
the accuracy of solution for the viscous layer is for the simulation results. It might not 
have affected the solution for the flow distribution in a significant manner, but if for 
example heat transfer would have been simulated, huge differences would be expected. 

Table 17: Inlet and outlet pressures in Tubes and Total Pressure drop of Heat Exchanger 
Module In- to Outlet 

[Pa] Tu be inlet Tu be outlet Dil •ference 
k-co 
small 

k-co 
big k-e k-co small 

k-co 
big k-e 

k-co 
small 

k-co 
big k-e 

1 976 1041 977 143 153 124 833 888 853 
2 1033 1086 1019 178 177 148 855 908 872 
3 1074 1129 1053 210 232 169 864 898 884 
4 1105 1151 1084 233 247 194 872 903 890 
5 1119 1153 1106 249 246 209 870 907 897 
6 1120 1166 1107 244 261 206 876 905 901 

Mean 1071 1121 1058 210 219 175 862 902 883 
Distributor Inlet Collector Outlet 

Total 1383 1504 1322 0 0 0 1383 1504 1322 

Figure 49 and Figure 48 show part of the development of the static pressure allong the 
flow. As to expect, allong the flow and in regions where local high velocities occur, drops 
in the static pressure are to be observed. 
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Figure 48: Contour Plot of Static pressure in the YZ-plane of the distributor with first 
straight parts of the tubes (k-e simulation) 
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Figure 49: Contour Plot of Static Pressure in the XZ-Plane of the first serpentine (k-c 
simulation) 
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4 Conclusion 
The main objective of this thesis was to get acquainted with the design of a modular, 
tubular type heat exchanger with crossflow of fluids. To determine appropriate 
dimensions of the heat exchanger, the software HTRI employing thermal-hydraulic 
calculations was used. Furthermore, an evaluation of the flow distribution within one heat 
exchanger module was to carry out. For this a C F D simulation with Ansys Fluent was 
used. 

The first chapter informs about the requirements for heat exchangers, used for waste 
heat utilization and the basic thermal and hydraulic equations for the dimensions' 
estimation of a heat exchanger are given. 

The second chapter briefly explains the current layout situation at the burner testing 
laboratory at UPI. Furthermore, the use of the software HTRI in simulation mode for 
estimating the performance of the proposed heat exchanger is described. The results 
are compared with the target performance and the design is found to be sufficient. 

The evaluation of the water flow distribution inside the heat exchanger tube bank module 
based on the result of C F D simulations is discussed in chapter three. Here three different 
CFD simulation approaches were made and compared. The creation of the model, 
including meshing and the setting of boundary conditions is described for each approach. 
Despite of quite big differences in the approaches all three methods have proven to be 
adequate for predicting the flow distribution of the simulated heat exchanger module. 
The result of the simulation is that the flow distribution is quite even. Still differences in 
the results are obvious as for example the calculated total pressure drop of the high-
resolution k-w model is about 12% higher than the one according to the calculation of 
the k-£ model. 

In summary the results of the C F D and the HTRI simulations show, that the flow 
parameters on tube side are within range of the requirements and thus the design is 
sufficient in these regards. With the Initial design, that was used to perform the HTRI 
simulation the targeted heat duty was reachable. As the design changed due to 
manufacturing requirements, this result is now questionable, as the straight part of the 
serpentines was reduced from 400 mm to 375 mm. This reduces the modular tube length 
for heat exchange by 6 x 25 mm = 150 mm, and the total tube length by 
4 x 6 x 25 mm = 600 mm. This equals a decrease in heat exchange area of about 2,6 %. 
Furthermore, the wall thickness of the tubes was increased. Both these features result 
in a smaller achievable heat duty. Nevertheless, the design should still be sufficient, in 
the case of relatively clean tubes. Considering fouling of tubes, as the temperature of the 
cooling fluid is not rising that significantly in comparison to the hot fluid temperature, it is 
questionable whether the probably occurring shortcomings in heat exchange could be 
compromised by a higher flow rate of the cooling fluid. 

The C F D simulation of the flow was far more challenging than expected. This was due 
to the meshing process, that produced bad quality cells right in the most critical areas of 
the flow. Therefore a long process of trial and error was necessary to obtain meshes of 
acceptable quality. This shows, that for efficient work with the meshing tool, experience 
is the key. Due to this time-consuming procedure a simulation of heat transfer was not 
possible anymore. A simulation of heat transfer would only have been possible with the 
big k-w mesh. As this mesh is quite large, a simulation like that would have taken a long 
time. Since the flow data and the mesh are now already available, the simulation of heat 
transfer should not be too challenging, but very time-consuming and computationally 
expensive. 
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The work behind this thesis was an interesting process of gaining knowledge and 
experience, especially in the field of C F D simulation. One of the main lessons learned is 
to never underestimate the effort needed to obtain a suitable mesh, even for seemingly 
uncomplicated geometries. 

For future work, the HTRI simulation could be redone with the actual design, and the 
heat exchange could be simulated and compared with collected data from the heat 
exchanger in operation. 
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Appendix 
Assembly drawings 

• Modular Heat Exchanger 
and Water Pipes 

• Heat Exchanger 
• Heat Exchanger Module 



Front view 

Ť Ť 

Bottom view 

Item Nr. Part Quantity 
1 Sheet 2402x705x5 (TopBottom) 2 

2 Sheet 304x1352x5 2 
3 Pipe DN25x540 (door handle) 2 
4 Pipe DN30x302 (door anchor) 2 

5 Screw_M8 12 

6 Nut_M8 12 

7 Sheet 515x304x5 4 
8 Sheet 1352x405x5 (Front) 1 
9 Sheet 304x235x5 (Ends) 2 
10 Pipe_DN200x4 L=60 2 
11 Flange DN200 (ChanberEnds) 2 
12 Sheet 426x300x5 (Door) 2 
13 Sheet 426x20x4 (Door Support) 4 
14 Sheet 60x45x4 (Fixing Angles) 16 

15 Nut_M10 40 

16 HE Module 4 

17 Sheet d78x8 2 
18 Pipe_DN80 PN6xl495 2 
19 Flange_DN80 PN6 2 
20 Flange_DN65 PN6 4 

21 Pipe_DN65xl 00,47 4 

22 Flange_DN50 PN6 4 

23 Pipe_DN 50x90,79 4 
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